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Abstract

The paper deals with the stabilizability and passi�ability prop�
erties of a class of hybrid dynamical systems� The systems under
consideration are composed of a continuous time invariant plant and
discrete event controller� An algebraic criterion for existence of a Lya�
punov function for a piecewise linear system is given� Based on these
results some passi�ability issues are considered�

Keywords� Hybrid dynamical systems� controlled switching� passiv�
ity

� Introduction

Recently� a remarkable attention has been drawn to the problem of sta�
bility�stabilizability of the so�called hybrid dynamical systems �HDS� �see
��� 	� 
� �� and references therein� The most common view of hybrid sys�
tems is to consider them as systems with di�erent combinations of discrete
and continuous behavior� or systems that can make discrete jumps between
di�erent continuous behaviors This concept of hybrid systems is very close
to the concept of variable structure systems �VSS� In ��� page 
�� this con�
cept was described as follows� variable structure systems are systems in which
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connections between elements are subject to change depending on the sys�
tem state For example� any continuous computer controlled process can be
considered both as HDS and VSS However� nowadays the concept of VSS is
mostly associated with systems having sliding modes

In this paper we consider a class of HDS �or a class of VSS� which can
be speci�ed as follows� given a continuous�time plant and a set of di�erent
continuous controllers� during the system evolution it can be switched be�
tween the controllers according to some switching rules in order to achieve a
desired performance This concept of controlled switching was introduced in
��� 	� This class of systems can demonstrate rather interesting phenomena
For example� in �
� it was shown that the trivial solution of HDS can be sta�
bilized by appropriate switchings between the basic controllers even in case
when none of the basic controllers can stabilize the system alone

Now piecewise quadratic Lyapunov functions have been studied by dif�
ferent authors For example� in ��� it was demonstrated that the search for a
piecewise quadratic Lyapunov function for analysis of stability can be stated
as a convex optimization problem in terms of linear matrix inequalities which
can be e�ectively solved by numerical methods ��� �� In this paper we will
use piecewise quadratic Lyapunov functions in order to give su�cient con�
ditions of stabilizability of systems via controlled switching Our problem
is a problem of design Hence� the results in ��� cannot be employed in our
case We will present a constructive criterion that allows us to answer both
questions� whether the system is stabilizable via controlled switching and
how to �nd an appropriate switching rule which stabilizes the system at the
origin

Of course� the most direct application of Lyapunov functions lies in the
�eld of stability analysis and controller design However� di�erent notions
of the theory of dissipative systems� eg storage� energy functions� are very
close to Lyapunov functions With this in mind it is interesting to introduce
concepts such as passivity�passi�ability into the realm of hybrid systems
This attempt is also made in the present paper This allows one to employ the
well developed passivity based technique �see eg ����� to design switching
rules for hybrid dynamical systems Another important reason to introduce
passivity is to tackle the complexity of hybrid systems In applications many
hybrid systems have a hierarchical structure where switching might occur at
many levels Establishing passivity for subsystems� which themselves might
be hybrid� would simplify stability�performance analysis of the whole system
since we can then utilize the many results on interconnections of passive
systems� see eg ����

The paper is organized as follows First we pose the statement of the
problem of stabilizability and passi�ability of systems via controlled switch�

	



ing In Section � we present su�cient conditions of stabilizability of linear
systems via controlled switching with linear basic controllers In Section � we
give an algebraic criterion of passi�ability of systems via controlled switching
using results on existence of Lyapunov functions

� Preliminaries

In the paper we use the following notations The Euclidean norm in R
n is

denoted as j � j� jxj� � x�x� where � stands for the transpose operation A
function V � X � R� de�ned on a subset X of Rn� � � X is positive de�nite
if V �x� � � for all x � X n f�g and V ��� � � It is radially unbounded if
V �x��� as jxj � �

Consider the following nonlinear time�invariant system

�x � f�x�� ���

where x�t� � R
n and f satis�es some assumptions guaranteeing the existence

of a unique solution in some reasonable sense at least on a �nite time interval
The derivative of the function V with respect to the vector �eld f calculated
at the point x is denoted LfV �x�� LfV �x� � ��V �x���x�f�x� In this paper
we will also use the same notation for functions V which are not C��smooth
but have derivatives in any direction In this case we denote

LfV �x� � lim
����

��� �V �x � �f�x��� V �x��� �

� Problem Statement

Consider the following system�
�x � f�x� � g�x�u� g��x�v
y � h�x�

�	�

where x�t� � R
n is the state and u�t� � R

m is the control� v�t� � D � R
l is an

additional input� which is assumed to be locally square integrable� the set of
admissible additional input functions will be denoted as V and y�t� � R

l is
the system output The vector functions f� g� h are assumed to be smooth
enough to ensure existence and uniqueness of all solutions of the di�erential
systems considered below in some reasonable sense� eg in the sense of
Filippov� f��� � �� h��� � �

Suppose we have a collection of given feedback controllers

u� � ���x�� u� � ���x�� � � � � uk � �k�x�� �
�






where �r� r � N � N � f�� 	� � � � � kg are some given vector functions Following
�	� 
� the controllers in �
� are called basic controllers The control law is
determined by a switching function I � Rn � N which de�nes the index of the
basic controller to be applied at the time instant t according to the on�line
measurements of the system states�

u�t� � �i�t��x�t��� i�t� � I�x�t��� ���

Consider the following problem� how to �nd an appropriate switching
rule such that the closed loop system is
�� globally asymptotically stable with zero input v�
	� passive with respect to input v and output y

One can consider also a dual problem� given a switching function I � R
n �

N � the problem is to analyze stability�passivity of the closed loop system
These problems can be formalized by the following de�nitions

De�nition � The system ��� with v � � is said to be stabilizable via con�
trolled switching with the basic controllers ��� if there exists a switching func�
tion I � R

n � N such that the trivial solution of the closed loop system ����
���� �	� is globally asymptotically stable


Since we are looking for the conditions guaranteeing global stability of
the trivial solution we will say with a little abuse of terminology that the
controller with switchings stabilizes the system when it stabilizes its trivial
solution

De�nition � The system ��� is said to be passi�able via controlled switching
with the basic controllers ��� if for some switching function I � R

n � N

there exists a nonnegative function V � R
n � R�� V ��� � � such that the

following dissipation inequality is satis�ed along trajectories of the closed loop
system ���� ���� �	�


V �x�t��� V �x���� 	
Z t

�
h�x�s���v�s�ds ���

for all v�t� � V� x� � R
n� � 	 t 	 Tx��v�I � where Tx��v�I is the upper time

limit for which the solution of the closed loop system with initial conditions
x��� � x� exists


If this inequality is modi�ed as follows

V �x�t��� V �x���� 	
Z t

�
h�x�s���v�s�ds�

Z t

�
S�x�s��ds�

where S is a positive de�nite function then the system �	� is referred to as
state strictly passi�able Finally� if S � S� 
h and S� is positive de�nite then
the system �	� is called output strictly passi�able

�



� On Stabilization via Controlled Switching

First we give the following de�nition which is motivated by the one given in
�
�

De�nition � Given a collection fz�� z�� � � � � zkg of scalar functions zr � R
n �

R
 Let �r �� fx � R
n � zr�x� 	 �S�x�g where S � R

n � R is some contin�
uous scalar function
 The collection fz�� z�� � � � � zkg is called complete �resp

strictly complete� if S is nonnegative �resp
 positive de�nite� and �r�r � R

n

If �r�r � � � R

n the collection is called complete �resp
 strictly complete�
in �


If the function S in De�nition 
 takes the form S � S� 
 h and S� is
positive de�nite then the collection fz�� z�� � � � � zkg is referred to as strictly
complete with respect to the mapping h

Using the direct Lyapunov method it is not di�cult to notice that the
system �	� with v � � is stabilizable via controlled switching if there exists
a positive de�nite radially unbounded function V � R

n � R� such that the
collection

fLf�g��V �x�� � � � � Lf�g�kV �x�g

is strictly complete
Now let us establish conditions of stabilizability of the linear system

�x � Ax�Bu ���

via the controlled switching

u�t� � Ki�t�x�t�� i�t� � I�x�t��� ���

with the basic controllers de�ned as

u� � K�x� u� � K�x� � � � � uk � Kkx� ���

��� Quadratic Lyapunov Functions

First we consider the case when the Lyapunov function which proves stability
of the closed loop system is a quadratic form

In �
� it was found that for quadratic stabilizability of linear systems via
controlled switching with linear basic controllers it is necessary and su�cient
that the corresponding collection of quadratic forms is strictly complete�

Theorem � The two following statements are equivalent�

�



I
 There exists a switching function I � R
n � N which exponentially

stabilizes the system ���� ��� ��� with a quadratic Lyapunov function
V � R

n � R�


II
 There exist a positive de�nite matrix P � P� � � such that the collec�
tion of quadratic forms fLA�BK�

V �x�� LA�BK�
V �x� � � � � LA�BKk

V �x�g
with V � x�Px is strictly complete with a quadratic function S


It is worth mentioning that if we are interested in asymptotic stabilizabil�
ity then this result may be conservative since the requirement of existence of
a quadratic Lyapunov function may be too restrictive Indeed in ��� it was
shown that there is a simple 	nd order hybrid system with asymptotically
stable zero equilibrium but there is no quadratic form which can be taken
as a Lyapunov function for this system Therefore� at least for the problem
of stability analysis it is preferable to enlarge the possible class of Lyapunov
functions In the sequel� we will �nd necessary and su�cient conditions of
stabilizability for a wider class of piecewise quadratic Lyapunov functions

��� Convex Homogeneous Lyapunov functions

Now let us formulate stabilizability conditions for a wider class of Lyapunov
functions We will say that a positive de�nite function V � R

n � R� di�er�
entiable in all directions belongs to a classHC if it is convex and homogeneous
of degree two It is clear that any HC�function is radially unbounded No�
tice also that the sets of the form fx � R

n � V �x� 	 C� C � �g of the
HC�functions are convex centrally symmetric bodies and therefore they can
be approximated with arbitrarily desired accuracy by centrally symmetric
convex polytopes If the number of vertices of the approximating polytope
is large enough then we can choose a new HC�function with a level surface
that coincides with the boundary of the approximating polytope such that
the derivative of the approximated function in the direction de�ned by some
vector �eld has the same sign as the derivative in the same direction of the ap�
proximating function Therefore in the class of HC�Lyapunov functions it is
su�cient to consider only functions with level surfaces which are boundaries
of centrally symmetric convex polytopes The following theorem formalizes
this statement

Theorem � The two following statements are equivalent�

I
 There exists a switching function I � R
n � N which exponentially

stabilizes the system ���� ��� ��� with a HC�Lyapunov function
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II
 There exist a full rank matrix L � �l�� l�� � � � � lM� with M � n and an
HC�Lyapunov function in the form

V �x� � max
��j�M

�l�j x�
� ���

such that the collection

fLA�BK�
V �x�� LA�BK�

V �x� � � � � LA�BKk
V �x�g ����

is strictly complete with a quadratic function S


Proof� �I���II� With the help of arguments in ��� Theorem 	�� one can
approximate the level surfaces of the HC�function W by centrally symmet�
rical convex polytopes which form the level surfaces of the function ��� �due
to the rank condition� Observe that if the approximated and approximating
function coincide at a point x they coincide for any point 
x� 
 � R since
both functions are homogeneous of the same degree Hence� a centrally sym�
metric polytope that approximates a level set of the approximated function�
de�nes an approximating function whose level sets approximates all level sets
of the approximated function By choosing M large enough �but �nite� see
���� one can achieve that the time derivative of V is negative and satis�es a
quadratic inequality� that is that the collection ���� is strictly complete with
a quadratic function S

�II���I� This implication directly follows from Lyapunov argument
Notice that the rank condition implies that V is positive de�nite

The main advantage of the Lyapunov function in the form ��� is that it allows
us to give algebraic necessary and su�cient conditions for completeness of
the collection ���� by the use of Farkas lemma instead of S�procedure for
quadratic forms which leads in general only to su�cient conditions The
main disadvantage of function ��� is that Theorem 	 says nothing about
how large M should be to satisfy condition ���� Moreover� even for linear
systems the number M can be signi�cantly larger than its lower bound n
����

In order to give an algebraic criterion of stabilizability via controlled
switching with an HC�Lyapunov function we need the concept of strictly
negative dominant diagonal matrices

De�nition � A square M �M real matrix � is said to be a matrix with a
strictly negative dominant diagonal if its entries satisfy the strict inequalities

�jj �
MX

s���s��j

j�jsj 	 �� j � �� � � � �M�

�



Notice that if the matrix � has a strictly negative dominant diagonal then
it is Hurwitz This fact immediately follows from Gerschgorin�s theorem �see�
eg ��
�� about localization of eigenvalues of a square matrix

In the sequel� for convenience we denote a convex combination of matrices
Ar� r � N by A�

A �
kX

r��

�rAr� �r � ��
kX

r��

�r � �� ����

where Ar stands for A�BKr� and Ai� Aj stand for �perhaps equal� convex
combinations of the matrices Ar� r � N 

Theorem � The following statements are equivalent�

I
 There exists a switching function I � R
n � N which exponentially

stabilizes the system ���� ��� ��� with an HC�Lyapunov function


II
 There exist a numberM � n� a full rank n�M matrix L � �l�� l�� � � � � lM��
an M �M matrix � with a strictly negative dominant diagonal and M
convex combinations ���� A�� � � � �AM such that the following matrix
equation is satis�ed

�A�

� l�� � � � �A
�

M lM� � L��� ��	�

Proof� The proof is based on the ideas of ���� and the following simple
result which is a modi�cation of the well known Farkas lemma ����

Lemma � Consider the non�empty set � de�ned by the following system of
linear inequalities

a�i x 	 �� i � �� � � � �M� x� ai � R
n�

and the collection of linear forms

fb�� x� � � � � b
�

kxg� x� bj � R
n� ��
�

Then the following statements are equivalent�

i
 The collection ���� is complete in �


ii
 There exist nonnegative numbers 
i � �� i � �� � � � �M and j � �� j �
�� � � � � k�

Pk
j�� j � � such that

kX
j��

jbj �
MX
i��


iai�

�



Proof� �i���ii� Consider a mapping N � �� R
k � x �� �b�� x� � � � � b

�

kx�
�

Obviously the set N ��� is a convex cone Since the collection b�j x is complete
in � the cone N ��� does not intersect the open positive orthant convex cone
P in R

k Therefore by virtue of the Separation Theorem the cones N ��� and
P can be properly separated by the hyperplane passing through the origin
�see ���� Theorem ����� Thus there exists a nonzero vector  � R

k such
that

N �x�� 	 � �x � �� ����

p� � � �p � P� ����

It follows from ���� that all k entries of  � ��� � � � � k�
� are nonnegative

and since  �� � one can take j� j � �� � � � � k to satisfy � � � � � � k � �
Therefore in the set � we have

��b� � � � �� kbk�
�x 	 ��

The result now follows immediately from Farkas� lemma �see ���� Corollary
		
���
�i����ii� It is a consequence of Farkas� lemma

�I���II� From the previous theorem we know that �I� implies the existence
of a function V � R

n � R� of the form ��� such that for the closed loop
system it satis�es

��jxj
� 	 V �x� 	 ��jxj

�� ��� �� � �

and
�V �x� 	 �	�V �x�� � � �� ����

Denote Ar��� � Ar � �In� r � N � where � comes from the estimate ����
Consider the following sets

�� � fx � R
n � �l�� x�

� � �l�j x�
�� j � �� � � � �Mg�

� � �� � � � �M  For any � � f�� � � � �Mg the set �� can be split into the two
subsets ��

� and ��� � where

��
� � fx � R

n � �l�� x� � jl�j xj� j � �� � � � �Mg�

��� � fx � R
n � �l�� x� 	 �jl�j xj� j � �� � � � �Mg�

It is clear also that �
�

n
��
� � ���

o
� R

n

�



Therefore ���� is satis�ed as long as for all � � �� � � � �M the collection

n
�l�� x��l

�

�A����x�� � � � � �l
�

� x��l
�

�Ak���x�
o

����

is complete in �� � or� equivalently� the collectionn
l��A����x� � � � � l

�

�Ak���x
o

is complete in ��
�  Notice that each inequality l�� x � jl�j xj is equivalent to

two linear inequalities

��l� � lj�
�x 	 � and ��l� � lj�

�x 	 ��

Therefore applying lemma � one can conclude that there exist M convex
combinations A�� � � � �AM such that

A�
�l� �

MX
j��

d�jlj � �l�� � � �� � � � �M ����

where the numbers d�j satisfy

d�� �
MX

j���j ���

jd�jj 	 ��

The relation ���� can be rewritten in the form

A�
�l� �

MX
j��

��jlj� � � �� � � � �M� ����

where

��� �
MX

j���j ���

j��jj 	 �� �	��

In matrix notations ���� can be rewritten in the form ��	�� where the matrix
� has strictly negative dominant diagonal
�II���I� In the proof of the implication �I���II� we have established that
�II� is equivalent to the completeness of the collection ���� in �� Let i�x�
be an index such that for all � � f�� � � � �Mg

�l�� x��l
�

�Aix� 	 ���l�� x�
� � ��V �x� �	��

then the switching function I�x� � i�x� stabilizes the system at the origin

��



In ���� Theorem 	� it was shown that the equation

A�L � L��

with above mentioned assumptions on L and � is solvable if and only if
the matrix A is Hurwitz This fact allows one to formulate the following
consequence of Theorem 
 which gives a computational criterion of the sta�
bilizability via controlled switching

Corollary � If there exists a �xed controller consisting of a convex combi�
nation of the basic controllers ��� which stabilizes the system ��� then the
system ��� is stabilizable via controlled switching with the basic controllers
���


Proof� Take A � A� � A� � � � � � AM  Then ��	� becomes A�L � L��

which is solvable i� A is Hurwitz

This statement was established in �
� as a su�cient condition of quadratic
stabilizability of linear system via controlled switching Therefore� if the
hypothesis of Corollary � holds then there exists a quadratic form which can
be taken as a Lyapunov function for the closed loop system

The class of HC�Lyapunov functions is convenient for analysis�design of
hybrid systems when we a priori know that the switching function satis�es
the condition I��x� � I�x�� �� �� �� and when it is desired that the sets of
the form fx � R

n � V �x� 	 C� C � �g are convex The latter requirement
is convenient when one solves the problem of stabilization via controlled
switching under constraints on state variables given in a form of a convex
set

Now let us brie�y discuss a more general class of Lyapunov functions
which can be nonconvex� however we still assume that they are homogeneous

��� Homogeneous Lyapunov functions

In some examples of analysis�design of hybrid systems �
� �� it is a priori
known that the switching function is constant in some cones of the phase
space and invariant under central symmetric transform In this case among
the set of all Lyapunov functions which prove exponential stabilizability of
such hybrid systems it is su�cient to take into account only homogeneous
with degree two Lyapunov functions Let us consider piecewise quadratic
homogeneous functions of the form

V �x� � max
��j�M

fx�L�x� � � � � x
�LMxg �		�

��



where Lj � L�j � j � �� � � � �M are some symmetric matrices such that the
collection

f�x�L�x� � � � ��x
�LMxg �	
�

is strictly complete Notice that the strict completeness of the collection
�	
� implies positive de�niteness of the function V and therefore it can be
considered as a Lyapunov function candidate Along with the function �		�
one can consider the following Lyapunov function candidate

V �x� � min
��j�M

fx�L�x� � � � � x
�LMxg �	��

where the collection �	
� is again assumed to be strictly complete It is not
di�cult to notice that if for all i � �� � � � �M the collections

fx��A��Li � LiA��x� � � � � x
��A�kLi � LiAk�xg �	��

are strictly complete in the sets

�i � fx � R
n � x�Lix � x�Ljx� j � �� � � � �M� j �� ig

then the system is stabilizable via controlled switching with Lyapunov func�
tion �		� By analogy� the function �	�� proves stabilizability via controlled
switching if and only if the collections �	�� are strictly complete in

�i � fx � R
n � x�Lix 	 x�Ljx� j � �� � � � �M� j �� ig�

� On Passi�cation via Controlled Switching

In this section we will discuss passi�ability issues via controlled switching and
by using results of the previous section on existence of a Lyapunov function
we will present an algebraic criterion of passi�ability via controlled switching
for linear systems with linear basic controllers

De�nition � A system ��� has the KYP �Kalman�Yakubovich�Popov� �resp

state strict KYP� output strict KYP� property if there exists a nonnegative
function V � Rn � R�� V ��� � �� such that the collection

fLf�g��V �x�� Lf�g��V �x�� � � � � Lf�g�kV �x�g �	��

is complete �resp
 strictly complete� strictly complete with respect to the map�
ping h� and the following relation holds for all x � R

n

Lg�V �x� � h�x��� �	��

�	



The De�nition � can be considered as an alternative de�nition of passi�able
systems The following result can be proved similarly to ����

Proposition � The following statements are equivalent�

I
 The system ��� has the KYP property �resp
 state strict KYP property�
output strict KYP property�


II
 The system ��� is passi�able �resp
 state strictly passi�able� output
strictly passi�able� via controlled switching with the basic controllers
��� with a storage function which has derivatives in all directions


Furthermore� suppose that condition �I� holds and let i�x� be an index such
that x � �i
 Then the switching function I�x� � i�x� passi�es �resp
 state
strictly passi�es� output strictly passi�es� the system ���


Additionally� if the system ��� is strictly passi�able with a positive de�nite
radially unbounded storage function then the switching function I�x� � i�x�
globally stabilizes the system at the origin for v � �


The introduced concept of passi�ability allows one to employ well�known
results such as passivity theorem� small�gain theorem� L��gain disturbance
attenuation �see� eg ����� for a wide class of hybrid systems

Notice that in practical problems it might be quite di�cult to establish
that the collection �	�� is complete This condition can be replaced by a
stronger condition which is sometimes easier to check Assume that there
exists a set of nonnegative numbers �r � �� r � N �

Pk
r�� �r � � such that

kX
r��

�rLf�g�rV �x� 	 �S�x�� �	��

where S is nonnegative �resp positive de�nite� S � S� 
 h with positive
de�nite S�� It is obvious that if �	�� is valid then the collection �	�� is
complete �resp strictly complete� strictly complete with respect to map�
ping h� This trick is known as the S�procedure The converse statement
is �generally speaking� not true However� if the mapping N � R

n �
R
k�� � x �� �Lf�g��V �x�� � � � � Lf�g�kV �x�� S�x��

� has an image of Rn that is
convex in R

k�� then the statement �	�� is equivalent to strict completeness
of the collection �	�� This can be proved by a standard technique based
on the Separation Theorem This technique was used by Yakubovich in the
proof of losslessness of the S�procedure for two quadratic functions over the
real linear space ���� The case of two quadratic forms is known as Finsler�s
theorem �see survey �����

�




It is interesting to notice that the collection �	�� can be complete and the
expression �	�� can be satis�ed even when among the set of basic controllers
there are no single passi�able controller In this case the system �	� can be
passi�ed only by an appropriate switching rule

From the theory of dissipative systems it is known that an alternative
de�nition of passive systems can be done by using the concept of positive
realness With this in mind we give a de�nition of a positive real system via
controlled switching

De�nition 	 The system ���� �	�� ��� is said to be positive real �resp

strictly positive real� via controlled switching if there exist a switching func�
tion I � R

n � N and a nonnegative �resp
 positive de�nite� function
S � R

n � R� such that for the closed loop system for all v � V and
� 	 t 	 Tx��v�I we have

Z t

�
h�x�s���v�s�ds �

Z t

�
S�x�s��ds � � �	��

whenever x��� � �


It is clear that if the system is �state strictly� passi�able via controlled
switching then it is �strictly� positive real via controlled switching Indeed�
from the dissipation inequality ��� by using nonnegativity of V �x� for all
x � R

n and V ��� � � we immediately obtain �	�� The converse statement�
in general� is not true However� it is true if the available storage function

Va�x� � min
i

sup
v�V�t��

�Z t

�
�S�x�s��� h�x�s���v�ds

�
�

where x��� � x� is �nite for all x � R
n �see� eg ���� ��� ���� Here mini�

mum is taken over all switching functions which make the closed loop system
�strictly� positive real For systems without switchings the available storage
is �nite for all x as long the state x is reachable from the origin ���� ���� For
hybrid systems this statement cannot be true in general� since it is possible
that the switching function which makes all states reachable from the origin
does not make the system positive real This simple observation shows that
the concepts of reachability�controllability are of utmost importance for the
problems of analyzing passivity properties of hybrid systems

Now as an example consider the problem of passi�cation of the following
linear system �

�x � Ax �Bu�Dv
y � Cx

�
��

��



via controlled switching with the basic controllers

u� � K�x� u� � K�x� � � � � uk � Kkx� �
��

Note that since the closed loop system satis�es the global Lipschitz con�
dition for v � � and D is a constant matrix we have Tx��v�I ��

Taking V �x� � x�Px from Proposition � one can conclude that the sys�
tem �
�� is passi�able with a quadratic storage function via controlled switch�
ing as long as the collection of quadratic forms

fx���A �BK��
�P � P �A�BK���x� � � � �

x���A�BKk�
�P � P �A�BKk��xg �
	�

is complete and
PD � C�� �

�

In order to �nd su�cient conditions of passi�ability we replace condition �
	�
with a stronger one

kX
r��

�r�A
�

r P � PAr� 	 � �
��

for some �r � ��
Pk

r�� �r � �� where Ar � A�BKr� r � N 

Theorem � Assume that there exist numbers �r � ��
Pk

r�� �r � � so that
the matrix A �

Pk
r�� �rAr is Hurwitz and the pairs �A� D�� �A� C� are con�

trollable and observable respectively
 Furthermore� suppose that the following
frequency domain inequality

Re C �i�In �A�
��D � �� i� � ��

is satis�ed for all � � R with

det �i�In �A� �� ��

Then the system ���� is passi�able via controlled switching with basic con�
trollers ����


The proof of this theorem immediately follows from frequency domain
conditions of solvability of nonstrict Lyapunov matrix inequalities See eg
���� Notice that the frequency domain inequality means positive realness of
the transfer function

In state space representations this condition means that for some �r �
��
Pk

r�� �r � � the system�
�x �

Pk
r�� �r�A �BKr� �Dv

y � Cx
�
��

��



is weakly minimum�phase and detCD �� �
It is worth mentioning that although the frequency domain inequality

gives necessary and su�cient conditions of solvability of Lyapunov inequal�
ities� the result of Theorem � can be conservative The reason is that we
replaced the condition on the completeness of a collection of quadratic forms
by positive semide�niteness of their convex combination �S�procedure� The
second reason is that the storage function which proves passivity in this case
is a quadratic form which may be too restrictive However� this drawback can
be overcome if we use the result derived in the previous section on the exis�
tence of piecewise quadratic Lyapunov functions and the nonlinear version of
Kalman�Yakubovich�Popov lemma �Proposition �� In this case solvability
of equations ��	� and

l�B
�l� � � � � � lMB�lM � C

implies state strict passi�ability via controlled switching with the basic con�
trollers �
�

Now let us brie�y discuss the problem of feedback equivalence to a passive
system via controlled switching

De�nition 
 The system ��� is said to be globally equivalent to a passive
system via state feedback and controlled switching with the basic controllers
��� if there exist a switching function I � R

n � N and a feedback

v � 
�x� � �x�w� �
��

where 
 � R
n � R

l� 
��� � � and  � R
n � R

l�l� w�t� � R
l is a new input�

such that the closed loop system is passive from w to y


Similar de�nitions can be given for feedback equivalence to a state or output
strictly passive system Notice that feedback equivalence can be local� global
or� say� semiglobal� depending on the region in R

n where the dissipation
inequality holds

It is also interesting to study the case when the feedback in �
�� depends
only on output variable� 
 � 
� 
 h�  � � 
 h and when the switching
function also allows the following factorization I � I� 
 h In this case the
system �	� will be referred to as equivalent to a passive system via output
feedback and controlled switching

By analogy� if there exists a switching function such that the closed loop
system is minimum phase the system will be referred to as minimumphasable
via controlled switching

From ���� one can conclude that the system is locally state feedback
equivalent to a passive system via controlled switching if it is weakly mini�
mumphasable and has relative degree one at the origin

��



It is known that controllable linear system �A�B�C� with a full rank ma�
trix B is state feedback equivalent to a state strictly passive system if it is
minimum phase and CB is nonsingular �	�� Under the same conditions the
system is output feedback equivalent to a state strictly passive system �	��
That is� that for linear systems properties of state feedback and output feed�
back strict state passivity are equivalent �similar semiglobal statement holds
also for nonlinear systems in case of exponential minimumphaseness �	��� So
one may conjecture that similar equivalence is retained for piecewise linear
systems with controlled switching However this is not the case Indeed� in
case of state feedback it is possible that among the set of basic controllers
there is no controller which makes the system minimum phase However� in
case of output feedback there must exist at least one basic controller which
makes the system minimum phase �it directly follows from the required fac�
torization I � I� 
 h� Thus for linear systems with linear basic controllers
if the system is output feedback passive via controlled switching then it is
output feedback passive without switchings

In case of nonlinear systems� however� the switchings may be useful even
for problems of output feedback passi�cation For example� the system

�
�x � �x
�y � y � u� v

�
��

with basic controllers

u� � �y � y�� u� � �y � y�

is not globally output feedback equivalent to a passive system with a linear
feedback

v � �Ky � w

for one particular basic controller However via controlled switching with
switching function which depends only on y it can be made passive for arbi�
trarily nonnegative K

� Conclusion

In this paper we have given criteria of stabilizability of systems via controlled
switching in terms of piecewise quadratic Lyapunov functions Numerical
complexity of the search for Lyapunov functions� particularly in the problems
of designing the switching rules� can be extremely high With this in mind we
presented su�cient conditions of stabilizability via controlled switching for
di�erent classes of Lyapunov functions This can reduce computational costs

��



when it is desired to �nd an appropriate Lyapunov function from one of the
given classes Note that the presented conditions in Theorem 
� Corollary ��
and Theorem � are bilinear matrix inequalities �BMI�s�

Based on the results on stabilizability some criteria of passi�ability via
controlled switching have also been presented This concept is of utmost
importance for the problem of designing hybrid systems with L� gain It
allows to reduce the computational costs in the design of hybrid systems
with some structured �cascade and�or feedback interconnections� properties
since the corresponding BMI�s will be of smaller dimension In this case
the search for Lyapunov functions can be performed independently for each
subsystem

The concepts of controllability and reachability via controlled switching
are important for establishing connections between passi�ability and positive
realness via controlled switching This will be a topic of further work

The results on passi�ability of a system through switching might be used
in a recursive manner to establish passivity of successively larger parts of a
hybrid system with a hierarchical structure This would be an interesting
problem for future investigations
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